Launched in September 2016, the PT
Innovation Award aims to contribute to
the identification and promotion of
Portuguese technological talent, both in
terms of individuals and startups. Projects presented for the PT Innovation
Award are scrutinized by a jury whose members are recognized within the
technological world and are representative of different categories: PT/Altice
Labs, Media, Startups, Academia and Government Agencies.
PT is part of the Altice Group and has 3 main axes: innovation, investment and
quality of service, aiming to build future proof state of the art infrastructure.
PT provides the largest and most modern fiber optic network in Portugal that,
by 2020, will reach 3 million homes and businesses. It also has the highest
quality 4G mobile network in the country, covering 93% of the population,
positioning itself as a successful multi-play operator, leading convergent and
best-in-class offerings worldwide. PT invests the most in innovation in our
country.
The infrastructure network, coupled with its innovative capacity in Altice Labs,
positions PT as the best prepared player in Portugal regarding the development
of cutting-edge technology, and with the most innovative ecosystem of
solutions, services and products. This network, coupled with the international
experience of the Altice Group, enables a broad research capacity, anticipates
technological risks, as well as identifying and integrating talent.
Mater Dynamics won the PT Innovation Award in 2017.

http://www.alticelabs.com/site/premioinovacao/
Our most recent technological
advances were presented
during this Innovation award. At
that moment, Mater Dynamics
was rebuilding a new version
for QStamp® and that was the
time to disclose what we had
been doing so far. PT and Altice
Group were considered as
potential business partners
www.materdynamics.com

regarding their worldwide experience in telecoms, a complementing feature for
QStamp®-based services. Nonetheless, we embraced this opportunity to
disclose our milestones regarding our on-going pilots, where a jury comprising
PT/Altice Labs, Media, Startups, Academia and Government Agencies could
validate (or not) our growth and strategic planning.
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